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Abstract

The verb in Georgian Sign Language (GESL) has morphological means to convey the relevant meanings and forms of all 
verbal paradigms from spoken Georgian, although it is important, that GESL verbs do not repeat the paradigms of spoken 
Georgian. The only paradigm that GESL verbs may have is the combination of verbal-person forms, which appear with so-
called incorporated verbs. These relations are kinetically expressed in GESL. 
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Short Communication

The verbs is sign languages distinguish the spatial 
marking – the first person is conveyed by the hand close 
to the body and with the hand towards the body as well 
as the fingers towards the body; The second person is 
delivered with the hand in front of the body and the fingers 
of the same direction; And the third person is given with the 
hand pointing to the side and fingers in the same direction 
[1,2]. These parameters the direction of the hand and the 
fingers, and of course, the palm orientation will also change 
accordingly, within one configuration may be understood as 
signs of the verbal persons [3-5]. It is noteworthy that the 
subject and the object do not differ in this respect. The only 
thing that distinguishes the subject from the object is that 
the subject is the beginning of the action and the object is the 
purpose as the last point [6-10]. It should be also noted that 
the indirect object in GESL has additional marking. Thus in 
GESL the subject is well separated from the object, and the 
data described above seems to be typologically universal – 
with deductive approach. The paper also defines the three 
types of morphological marking in sign language verbal 
paradigms [11-13]. 

The verbs in Georgian Sign Language (GESL) have the 
proper grammatical means to display the all rows (so called 
screeves) of spoken Georgian without any exception, but 
GESL paradigms do not repeat the paradigms of spoken 
Georgian [14]. The conjugation of GESL verbs can be 
presented by morphological marking of tense and mood. 
Verbs in GESL receive the additional morphemic markers 
without any kind of inner verbal changes [15,16]. The only 
kind of verbal paradigm, which can be observed in GESL, is 
the table of verbal person combinations. Such paradigms 
are available only for so-called incorporated verbs [17]. In 
spoken Georgian such paradigms show subject and object 
markers on horizontal and vertical columns of the table. In 
GESL (just like in many other sign languages) these relations 
are spatial identities. The example below shows subject-
object combination only in singular. The same relations 
occur in plural [18,19]. 

Let’s look at the verb ‘criticize’. It is so called incorporated 
or polypersonal verb, as verbal kinetic is directed to the 
(indirect) object oriented area and this is a main factor 
distinguishing the incorporated and plane verbs [20,21]. 
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‘criticize’

S/Oind. 1s. 2 s. 3 s.

1s. ----------

 
I criticize you

 
I criticize him/her 

2 s.

You criticize me 

-------------

You criticize him/her 

3 s.

He/she criticizes me He/she criticizes you He/she criticizes him/her 
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As we can see in the table above, the seven forms 
distinguish the manual kinetics for the object. The same type 
of combination will take place for all incorporated verbs. In 
verb ‘tell’/’I tell’’ both - subject and object are displayed, the 

subject as the beginning of verbal action/dynamics, and the 
object is a goal or the final destination of the verbal action/
dynamic. 

S/
Oind. 1s. 2 s. 3 s.

1s. ----------

I tell 
you

 I 
tell him/her

2 s.

You tell me

-------------

You tell him/her 

3 s.

She/he tells me She/he tells you She/he tells him/her

From the tables above one can clearly observe the 
following: in case of the first object the hand is body oriented 
(see the first vertical column). In case if the second object the 
hand moves forward (see the second vertical column), and in 
case of the third object hand is navigated aside (see the third 
vertical column). 

To display the first subject, the hand moves from the 
body (see the first horizontal cell). To expose the second 
subject, the hand begins moving from the space in front of 
the body and near the body (see the second horizontal cell), 
acting in a space for the second person – you. In case for the 

third subject, the hand begins moving from aside (see the 
third horizontal cell).

In the tables above we can see the kinetic marking for the 
subject and object. The verbal dynamic form the subject is 
directed to the object oriented area. Subject is the beginning 
and the object is a goal or the last spatial point for verbal 
phases. 

The paradigms above have clearly shown that sign verbs 
distinguish spatial marking – the first person is expressed 
with the hand near/at/towards the body and fingers are 
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directed to the body. The second person is displayed by 
the hand in front of the body, with the same vector for the 
fingers, and the third person is expressed by the hand and 
fingers both directed aside. These paradigm parameters (of 
course with proper handshape and palm orientation as well) 
seem to be universal for the all sign languages, and these 
parameters/options can be taken as for verbal personal 
markers. Interestingly, there is no difference between 
subject and object in this term – the spatial definition is 

the same. Only the beginning and ending of verbal action 
is different for subject-object in sign languages, although 
there are some additional markers for subject cases and 
indirect object markers as it was discussed in 2015 and 2019 
(Makharoblidze). 

Here is the common parading for GESL existential (‘to 
be’) and possessive (‘to have’) including the negative forms 
as well: 

TM/
verb to be Not to be Have (anim./inanim.) Not to have (anim/inanim.) 

Present

(I) am  (I) am not (I) have
(I) have not

Future

(I) will be (I) will not be 
(I) will have

(I) will not have 

Past

(I) was (I) was not 
was+is
(I) had

was+not+is+not
 (I) had not

I 
Perfect

(I) have/had been (I) have/had not been (I) had have/had (I) had not have/had 
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Thus, the morphological marking of the verbal arguments in 
GESL can be presented in three ways: 

•	 Deictic marking, (see the paradigms of the incorporated 
verbs above ‘criticize’ and ‘tell’) 

•	 Destination marking with semantic kinetic (see the 
indirect object marking at Makharoblidze 2015, 2019)

•	 Morpho-syntactic marking, when the nominal arguments 
(nouns) accept the case markers. The human class 
subject of transitive verbs in aorist receives the ergative 
marker and the animated, human class indirect object 
receives the vectored (deictic) dative marker, and here 
we have the combination of the first and third types of 
argument marking. 

GESL uses the all three types for verbal person marking. 
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